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SI-CHAIN website link:
https://euchain.org/sichain/

ABOUT SI-CHAIN INITIATIVE
SI-Chain was established with the support of the Slovenian Ministry of Economic Development and Technology
by the innovative technology company Hashnet in cooperation with Telemach, a telecommunication solutions
provider. The technology will initially facilitate transactions and the creation of smart contracts. The first
application on SI-Chain is 4thtech’s eDelivery. eDelivery is a service that allows the secure and reliable
exchange of documents and data across borders and sectors.
SI-Chain Pilot transactions offer EMV smart contracts and Ethereum compatible dApp environment. SI-Chain
initiative explores the necessary supporting tools for implementing Blockchain services and outline the
technology infrastructures which can support high speed and scalable fourth generation blockchain
technology.

The proposed initiative scope is:
(1) To develop a framework/mechanism for development and implementation of Blockchain services
infrastructure, which will be compatible and in line with European Blockchain services infrastructure and usable
or extendable globally;
(2) To create a Study on strategy for development and implementation of interoperable global blockchain
technology infrastructure, taking into consideration existing standards for implementation of cross border
Blockchain infrastructure in an interoperable manner.

Dr. Tali Rezun,
4thtech project lead

PARTNERSHIP PROCESS AND
SCOPE

PARTNER SELECTION QUESTIONNAIRE

The selected partners will be given the ability to test the SI-Chain infrastructure on different levels, from
transactions, smart contracts to eDelivery. Please fill the partner approval questionnaire.
PARTNER APPROVAL FORM: https://forms.gle/Yo8HdVmtYXxJ96QHA
PROJECT SCOPE

1. PARTNER SELECTION AND CONFIRMATION PROCESS
2. TESTING PROCESS
3. TESTING QUESTIONNAIRE AND FEEDBACK
4. CO-BRANDING
5. STUDY RELEASE

BLOCKCHAIN EDELIVERY ADD-ON
INSTALLATION
ADD-ON INSTALATION

The 4thtech SI-Chain add-on is a Google Chrome Extension
wallet, that allows you to visit the distributed web of tomorrow in
your browser today. Blockchain eDelivery has significant
advantages, comparing to traditional eDelivery. It is based on a
distributed model where the electronic data and documents
exchange process runs between blockchain wallets, where
private and public cryptographic keys are used for transaction
authentication.
INSTALLATION STEPS:

1. Download .zip file from the link:
https://sichain.the4thpillar.com/extension/4thtech-SiChain-0.1.1.zip
2. Extract downloaded .zip file
3. In Google chrome go to Settings - Extensions
4. On the right side, on extensions page, enable developer mode
5. Then click "Load unpacked" and select extracted directory (from 2. step)
6. Now you have installed extension, you can see icon on the right side
7. Click on that icon and setup you wallet with password
8. Visit https://sichain.the4thpillar.com/

BLOCKCHAIN eDELIVERY
PROTOCOL LOGIN

LOGIN STEPS:

1. Use the link to Si-Chain:
https://sichain.the4thpillar.com/
2. Refresh page
3. Press the Login button

*WALLET 1 (i.e. the wallet from where the document is send)

BLOCKCHAIN eDELIVERY
PROTOCOL PLATFORM
DASHBOARD:
1. Wallet Address has similar
function as e-mail address
2. Send us your wallet addresses, so
we can provide test GAS tokens.
3. Balance shows the quantity of
GAS neaded to
fuel the
transactions
4. Document number is displayed
at the right form along with link
to the recevied document
repository

*TRANSACTION GAS (i.e. digital tokens are used for transaction gas)
*WALLET 1 (i.e. the wallet from where the document is send)

BLOCKCHAIN eDELIVERY
PROTOCOL DOCUMENT EXCHANGE

ELECTRONIC DATA AND
DOCUMENT EXCHANGE:

1. At the left side menu, select
Documents and Send
2. Enter Recipient Address (i.e. the
address wallet of the recipient)
3. Use one word for Document
name
4. Upload electronic data or
document (i.e. size of up to 5MB)
5. Check if there is sufficiant GAS
displayed at the Account Balance
(i.e. transaction Cost: 0.00021)

*WALLET 1 (i.e. the wallet from where the document is send)

BLOCKCHAIN eDELIVERY
PROTOCOL DOCUMENT EXCHANGE

ELECTRONIC DATA AND
DOCUMENT EXCHANGE:

1. Double Chech the Recipient
Wallet Address (i.e. the address
wallet of the recipient)
2. Press SEND

*WALLET 1 (i.e. the wallet from where the document is send)

BLOCKCHAIN eDELIVERY
PROTOCOL DOCUMENT EXCHANGE

ELECTRONIC DATA AND
DOCUMENT EXCHANGE:

1. Click the link bellow the OK
button to view the transaction in
blockchain network explorer
2. When the transaction is settled,
the document exchange is done

*WALLET 1 (i.e. the wallet from where the document is send)

BLOCKCHAIN eDELIVERY
PROTOCOL DOCUMENT EXCHANGE

ELECTRONIC DATA AND
DOCUMENT EXCHANGE:
1. Login to receiving Wallet 2
2. Refresh page

3. Navigate to Documents, View
4. Review and download

*WALLET 2 (i.e. the receving wallet)

PARTNER QUESTIONNAIRE AND
CO-BRANDING
PARTNER AFTER TESTING QUESTIONNAIRE

After the testing phase, the study will be conducted to build a framework/mechanism for development and
implementation of Blockchain services infrastructure, which will be compatible and in line with European
Blockchain services infrastructure and usable or extendable globally.
QUESTIONNAIRE LINK: https://forms.gle/DPAVH9A4KZ1PbkEi6

PARTNER CO-BRANDING

To enable best possible initiative exposure, please provide your organisation logo and include the project
description and the initiative badge also on the website of your organization.
1. PROJECT INITIATIVE BADGE (please include the initiative badge on your website): https://the4thpillar.io/wpcontent/uploads/2020/07/4thtech-sichain-badge.png
2. PROJECT INITIATIVE TEXT (if possible please include the project iniative text beside the iniative badge on
your website):

„We are proud to be a part of the SI-Chain initiative and to help develop a framework mechanism for future
European Blockchain services infrastructure.“
3. PROMO MATERIAL E-MAIL (please send the organisation logo in PDF. or AI.): promo@the4thpillar.io

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

SI-CHAIN ARTICLES:

1. PROJECT INITIATIVE GOV: https://www.gov.si/en/news/slovenia-launches-national-test-blockchaininfrastructure-and-slovenian-blockchain-partnership/
2. THE SCOPE OF SI-CHAIN: https://medium.com/the4thpillar/the-scope-of-si-chain-and-the-first-applicationdeployment-8977c40021ff
VIDEOS:

1. SI-CHAIN vs ETHEREUM TRANSACTION TEST: https://youtu.be/rjzO5kVRpbk
2. UNECE/WORKSHOP TOWARDS GLOBAL INTEROPERABLE BLOCKCHAIN INFRASTRUCTURE/4THTECH
USE-CASE PRESENTATION: https://youtu.be/rtTJSkHRXGU
PARTNER AND PROJECT WEBSITES:

1. SI-CHAIN: https://euchain.org/sichain/
2. EU-CHAIN: https://euchain.org/
3. TOLAR, HASHNET: https://www.tolar.io/
4. 4THPILLAR TECHNOLOGIES: https://the4thpillar.io/
5. TELEMACH: https://telemach.si/

